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Release Date: 21-Sep-2018

Features
This release aims at making the end user self-sufficient to configure the system as needed and
seamlessly use the features & functionalities. It focuses on the end user experience for ease of
usage and simplicity in work flows.
These features have been tested on the following browsers.
 Google Chrome
 Mozilla Firefox

ZingCore
Proxy User Access within the same Login.
SPOC's who are authorized to use proxy can now switch to assigned users login without using a
different proxy URL. We have incorporated a new option ‘switch user’ just above the logout
option. By using the ‘switch user’ option we can access modules/screens on behalf of the
employee’s. Once the desired assignment is completed then the SPOC can switch back to their
individual login just by clicking on ‘Switch Back’ option.

LMS/TNA Module
Added Remarks Text Box against each Reason while applying a
Regularization.
We have added a new Text Box called ‘Remarks’ on selection of regularization option. We can set
the remarks text box field as mandatory or non-mandatory from backend only, as per customer’s
requirement. Mandatory or Non-Mandatory will be set on all reason which is reflecting after
selection of a regularization option.

Claims Module
Configuration for JV File format in CRB.
We have built a configuration under Claim Rule Builder (CRB) from where you can define the
format of JV File. We have built an option to set the file format in Txt. with Header, Txt.
without Header and .xls and accordingly file will be generated.

Travel
Added New Configuration.
- We have added new configuration for Travel where you can Enable Deviation if prior travel
- Total amount calculation for Hotel Accommodation/Stay can be set on nights instead of days
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-Validate Claim approvals while employee details is load and when Close TRF action is taken.

Bulk Upload Option.
We have introduced a new tab called ‘Bulk Travel Approver Mapping’ on Travel Request Screen,
Which will be available for admin login only. By using this option we can map the ‘Approver’,
‘Deviation Approver’, ‘Travel Desk Deviation Approver’ and ‘Travel Budget Allocation’ in Bulk. On
the same screen we have an option to download the required template for Bulk Travel Approver
Mapping.
Auto Approve Travel request if approver is same approver at 1 st and 2nd level.
We have incorporated the logic, where if approver is same on first and second level then
transaction will be approved by taking a single action only. Earlier approver have to take action
twice.
Freeze Travel Request if claim Approvers, Eligibility, Packet is not assign.
We have built a configuration where system will check if claim approver mapping has been done,
system will not allow user to raise a travel request if claim manager mapping is not available.
Configuration will be done from backend only so regional teams have to get in touch with L3
support member to enable the configuration.
Email Format
Travel Itinerary Details added by the user can now be seen on all the Emails triggered for Travel
Module.

Payroll
New section ’Attendance’ added in Payslip.
We have incorporated a new section called ‘Attendance’ in payslip where we will be able to see
‘Days Worked’, ‘Arrear Days’, ‘LOP’ and ‘Days in Month’ details.
Company PAN and TAN Configuration.
We have built the configuration where we can Enable/Disable PAN and TAN of the company and
same will reflect in Tax Computation section. Please make a note, Configuration will be done by
backend team only as front-end screen is not available.
Status column added in Salary Register Total Report.
We have added a new column called ‘Status’ in Salary Register Total report for ease of use.
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Fixes
We identified a few fixes that were needed to strengthen the product functionality. We have
incorporated the below list of fixes along with this release.




Recruitment - Planning and Budgeting optimization to improve the performance of
the page
Travel - File upload issue fixed.
Synced and update Mobile related changes and issue fix.
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